
 

Senator Information 

General Assembly Senator:  Shyla Mudundi  

Constituency:  On-Campus  

Contact Information: mudundi.1@osu.edu or 440-715-5258  

Meetings and Events Attended/Hosted 

Date Organization/Event 
Name 

Discussion Topics Primary 
Contact Info 
for 
Organization/
Group 

10/2

6 

Oval Tabling  Change x discrepancies x 

policies that students on-

campus want to see in 

the upcoming year(s). 

N/A 

 

Since being elected to be part of the General Assembly, what 

have you done to represent the student voice in the chamber 

and in other relevant circumstances? 

 

As a newly elected Senator for the General Assembly, this past October, 

my endeavors to represent the student body have started to pickup 

only recently. Before I became a senator I took my time to survey 

around and ask individuals living in different housing rates their 

concerns and policy changes that they would like to see. Through this 

process, I was able to foresee myself into the Senator position while 

having an idea on how to create change in specific sectors. For instance, 

following my survey I realized that many issues centered around safety 

but more specifically, dorm safety and dorm accessibility. This survey 

was further justified when I spent a little time hearing back from 

students in the OSU oval on October 26th. Many expressed that  
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lighting, dorm doors - key system concerns, side doors closing early, 

and more around safety were brought to several constituents’ concerns. 

As a senator I plan to focus on the safety of our students. Apart from 

the safety issue, I would also like to work towards diversity and 

inclusion especially when it comes to dining halls and other accessibility 

differences between the north and south campuses. For example, 

accessibility to the student medical center was something expressed by 

many residing on north campus closer to high street. Being an on-

campus senator has handed  me a fortunate opportunity to work with 

any discrepancy given in society and I am thrilled to be a part of a 

process that supports positive social change for the students and people 

of The Ohio State University.  

 

Thank you.  

 

 


